Second 3-Yr. Strategic Plan
2018 – 2020

The Annual WHDC Community Holiday Celebration and Toys Giveaway attracts some 700 children and
their families. After six years, it has become an anticipated feature of the community.
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Executive Summary
At its retreat on January 24, 2015, the board of West Harlem Development Corporation (WHDC)
adopted the organization’s first three-year Strategic Plan. In that Plan, the board voted on 14 activities
for WHDC to accomplish over the period 2015-2017. In the first Chapter, we show the status of these
initial set of strategic decisions that have guided WHDC’s operations.
WHDC has not achieved its objective of acquiring vacant land for new construction of lowincome/seniors affordable housing. It has not been for a lack of trying. The fact of less than 4%
availability of vacant land in Manhattan Community District 9 (MCD9 - West Harlem) is a prohibitive
factor. It drives up the cost of land. It challenges the construction financing models making low-income
/seniors affordable housing development nearly impossible. WHDC continues its desire and attempts to
purchase a vacant land utilizing a fee simple, long-term ground lease, or a joint venture. The
construction of low- income affordable housing and/or seniors housing will be the focus of activities at
WHDC for the remainder of the three-year Strategic Plan. WHDC’s vision is to incorporate a community
facility that will house a year-round youth development program, WHDC’s offices, and the West Harlem
Skills Training Center. Together, these will constitute a legacy of the 2009 Community Benefits
Agreement (CBA) endowed to MCD9.
In 2018, the first year of the second Strategic Plan, the WHDC board, under the Chairmanship of Judge
Milton Tingling, made the difficult decisions that drive this second Strategic Plan. The board discussed
the draft of the Plan at its Annual Meeting on January 20, 2018. Part B of Chapter one chronicles the
foundational decisions that drive this second Strategic Plan. The most impactful one was the decision to
reduce the total amount of grants from $1,650,000 a year for Small and Large grants to one cycle of
grants a year for a total of $1 million with a maximum of $25,000 per award. The expectation is to
redirect resources into more impactful direct programs operated by WHDC such as the Arise! SYEEP and
the West Harlem Skills Training Center. The board will consider increasing the amounts invested in the
“internal endowment” in anticipation of the exhaustion of the Benefits Fund installment payments by
Columbia University in 2024.
From 2009 through 2018, Columbia University has paid $33,250,000 of the $76 million Benefits Fund to
WHDC for services to benefit MCD9. Table 3 details WHDC’s accounting for the amounts paid. Notable
among the expenditures is $10.8 million that WHDC has paid in grant awards to 173 local nonprofit
organizations. To this WHDC has expended an additional $4.8 million in direct programs such as Summer
Youth Employment and Education, Summer Seniors Employment, and Skills Training and Workforce
Development. Grant and Manhattanville Public Houses have requested an additional $568,000 of the $3
million designated to them in the CBA.
WHDC believes that it has managed the proceeds of the Benefits Fund according to the intent of the
CBA and its signatories. Even though it has not yet spent the $10 million for the Affordable Housing
Fund, WHDC intends to orient itself to investing for legacy. There is unanimity at WHDC in the goal of
leaving lasting, tangible, and impactful legacies for the MCD9 community. The pillar will be the
development of the low-income/seniors affordable housing. To this objective, the management, board,
and committed staff of WHDC dedicate themselves.
Kofi A. Boateng CPA, PhD – Executive Director

January 19, 2019
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1. Status of Strategies from 2015-2017 Strategic Plan
Part A.
1
Strategically plan long-term as per May 2011
Cert of inc for WHDC.
2 Build internal "endowment" by setting aside
annual amounts for long term investment.
3
Obtain consents of CU and OAG to spin off
from Tides foundation and build up internal
administrative capacity over two years.
4

Operationalized and serving as guiding principle to
plan long-term beyond the CU money and build
legacies for community.

Operationalized-$5.5 million invested through 2018
Accomplished. In 2016 and 2017 WHDC spun off ,
first Accounting and HR functions, then total cash
and investment management from Tides
Foundation.
Accomplished. Since 2015 the categories of grantmaking have been Education ( including youth
Define smaller number of program priorities
development), Affordable Housing Supports,
for WHDC's grant making and activites, away
Workforce & Economic Development, and
from the eight in the CBA.
Community Facilities.
5 Intrroduce RFP-driven Large Grants with higher Accomplished. From 2015-2017 WHDC introduced a
maximum grants and possiblity of multi-year
cycle for Large Grants where the maximum was
grants.
$50,000 and even $80,000 in 2015.
6 Introduce a parallel Small Grants with a
Accomplished. Small Grants cycles were run from
maximum of $25,000 per award.
2015 through 2018 with amaximum of $25,000
7
Accomlished. WHDC has utilized Foundant, Apricot,
Invest in a robust Grants Management
to the current FLUX X system that is robust enough
Software.
to be used by the likes of Ford Foundation.
8 In anticipation of applying for external grantsSocial Innovation Fund, retain a third -party
evaluator.
Accomplished. WHDC retained TCC Group.
9
Open - We did look but the cost of new space has
Explore alternative office space to
kept us in place. The hope is to integrate with new
accommodate increasing staff and activities.
housing development.
10 Stay close to documented intent of the use of
the $20 million Affordable Housing Fund for
Accomplished. WHDC has made a commitment to
"community land trust."
invest in land in MCD9.
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Operationlized. WHDC's approaches for affordable
housing development have been low income
Focus on rental units when property is
affordable rental units.(ii) Resource Center is an
developed. (ii) Set up Housing resource center. open item.
12
Operationalized. WHDC has placed priority on
Engage in development on vacant land and
searching for land that can be developed and plans
work with government programs.
to work with HPD.
13
Accomplished.In 2016 WHDC obtained rulings from
Seek meeting with Columbia University to
CU's Counsel that WHDC should not go out of
further define "facilities and amenities" for in- pocket in accessing faclities and amenities for inkind; and WHDC nor being out-of pocket.
kind.
14 Wish List- Build to accommodate TCCS community school.
A grand wish.
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Part B
WHDC's Board Decisions Related to Second Strategic Plan - 2018-2020

Decision Item

Date of Board Meeting

1 That beginning 2019, until further modification
by the board, there be one cycle for $1 million in
total for the year, awarded in March for a
range of $5,000 to $25,000 to be paid in two
installments.
September 7, 2018 Board's Unanimous Decision
That WHDC maintains the core areas of
education and youth development, workforce
and economic development, affordable
housing, and community facilities, with priority
given to MCD9 based nonprofit organizations,
but those not based in MCD9 but substantially
serving MCD9 also considered as currently
done.
2 Pursue the process of WHDC doing the due
diligence to potentially purchase the property
whose address is 1801-1807 Amsterdam
Avenue, currently owned by New Covenant
Temple, with a consideration for a carve-out of
a portion of the square footage to the church.
The Affordable Housing Committee will bring
the outlines of proposed offer options to the full
board for discussion and vote. It is noted that
time is of the essence.
September 7, 2018 - Board's Unanimous Decision
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3 Now therefore the board hereby authorizes the
Executive Director, with the assistance of
members of the Ad Hoc Committee, to start a
conversation of interest with the landlord of
3333 Broadway. WHDC’s .

This resolution passed unanimously on June 13,
2018. It was in consideration of exploring the rental
of space to house WHDC's direct program that
would include running Arise! SYEEP year-round.

4 Motions to Set Up Entities for Real Estate
September 13, 2017 - All Unanimous Decisions by
Transaction (s)
Board
a. Resolution to form a NEWCO to
be WHDC’s HDFC
b. Resolution to form a NEWCO to
be WHDC’s LLC
c. Resolution to enter into an
Intent to Purchase Real Estate
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2. Columbia University’s Campus Expansion and CBA

On May 18, 2009 Columbia University, the major developer of a planned campus expansion in
Manhattanville, signed a Community Benefits Agreement (CBA) with West Harlem Local Development
Corporation (WHLDC), a NY nonprofit that was set up to represent the community of Manhattan
Community District 9 (MCD9). Subsequently on May 1, 2013, the New York Supreme Court approved a
new organization, West Harlem Development Corporation (WHDC), a Delaware Corporation, to succeed
WHLDC. As of December 2018, Columbia University has completed and opened three of the planned 17
structures - The Lenfest Arts Center for the Arts (left), The Jerome L Greene Science Center (middle), and
The Forum (right).
There are two phases for the completion of the Manhattanville Campus project. Columbia University
projects that the new Manhattanville Campus will cost $6.2 billion and take 25 years to complete. The
three completed buildings are part of phase one. As of date, we do not know when phase two will
commence. When it does, it will trigger the payment of the second and final installment of $10 million
to WHDC to the Affordable Housing Fund (See Table 1 below).
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The CBA contains the following financial and in-kind commitments by Columbia University:
Table 1 – CBA Commitments of Cash and In-Kind by Columbia University
Community Benefits Agreement (May 18, 2009)
Columbia University and West Harlem-MCD9)

Benefits Fund (including $3 million for Grant/Manhattanville 16-yr
1 payout)
2 Affordable Housing Fund (targeted for development)
3
4 Sub-Total Cash Coming through WHDC
5 In-Kind - Use of CU Facilites and Services

Commitment
In $ millions

Paid/Used

Balance 2018

$
76.00
$
20.00
------------------$
96.00

$
(33.25)
$
(10.00)
------------------$
(43.25)

$
42.75
$
10.00
--------------------$
52.75

$
20.00 $
(0.20) $
19.80
------------------ --------------------- -------------------$
116.00 $
(43.45) $
72.55
===============

6 Total Cash and In-Kind Funds Coming Through WHDC

7 Additional Community Commitments by CU in Package
Housing Legal Assistance (managed by Columbia University 8 estimated balance)
Demonstration Community Public School - TCCS (In kind and $ 9 estimated balance)
10 Total Cash & In-Kind Administered by CU/Teachers College
11 Total Commitments by CU- Cash and In-Kind

$

4.00

$
30.00
------------------$
34.00
$
150.00
=============

Additional Commitments by Columbia University in CBA
The CBA contains additional commitments by Columbia University. The majority of these benefits
extend to the “local community”, which is defined in the CBA as “the neighborhoods in Manhattan CDs
9, 10, 11 and 12” (p. 5, CBA). This definition comprises West Harlem (CD9), Central Harlem (CD 10), East
Harlem (CD 11) and Washington Heights (CD 12). The Empire State Development (ESD) hires a Monitor
to audit Columbia University. The University puts its report of compliance and accompanying documents
at a website.
www. http://manhattanville.columbia.edu/community/benefits-and-amenities
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Table 2 – Non-Exhaustive Selected Additional Commitments by Columbia University in CBA and Status

CBA Page # Item
Workforce

$/% as Applicable

20 Project Area M/W/LBE dollar total of of subcontracts

Status per CU
42% MWL @
Dec 2017
49% MWL @
Dec 2017

35%

20 Project Area M/W/LBE Construction Workforce

40%

$

750,000

$75K committed

325,000 annually X 25
250,000 per year X 5

In compliance

26 CU and NYC Dept of Small Biz Services training

$
$

31 Matching program to fund job trainig

$

100,000 per year X 5

23 Industry Response Skills- Based Education
23 Community Information,Resources Center
Bilingual services co-location

Education
27 Provide Internships
15 over 5 years from Community
10 from Math & Science High School
29 Targeted outreach 16-24 GED bound- disconnected youth
30 Establish three scholarships for qualified teachers
to earn Master's degree in an appropriate field at
Columbia University or Teachers College

Completed
Completedpaid to ESD

2025

In compliance

25 years/2038
25 years

In compliance
In compliance

31 Establish scholarship to serve up to 40-aid-eligible
undergraduates/year admitted to Columbia College
and Fu School of Engineering

25 years or 2033

In compliance 25 @ Dec 2017

31 Offer community based scholars access to CU
resources for three years- 5 community scholars/yr

10 years
& revaluated

Environment
33 Establish Revolving Fund to encourage energy efficiency
34 West Harlem Piers Park maintenance
payments to NYC Dept of Parks

$10 million

$

In compliance

Completed

500,000 annually X 24 w3% In compliance

Three items that concern WHDC from Table 2 are:
1. The disposition, management and operationalizing of the $750,000 Workforce Industry-Response
Skills development. WHDC is not involved in the decisions to deploy the money. WHDC had hoped that it
would have been integrated with WHDC’s Skills Training Center.
2. The completed payments of $500,000 to ESD that are designed to match job-training schemes. ESD is
mentioned in the CBA to be an escrow agent until a community-based organization(s) is/are identified.
3. The established undergraduate scholarships to Columbia College and FU Engineering School. The
challenge for WHDC is to be deliberate in steering youth from CB9 to qualify for these life-changing
opportunities.
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3. Payments by Columbia and Accounting by WHDC
According to the CBA, Columbia University makes the payments of the $76 million Benefits Fund in 16
installments according to a schedule that is back-ended to a “fiscal sponsor” to whom WHDC submits its
invoices for payments. From 2009 to 2012, the fiscal sponsor was the Fund for the City of New York.
From 2013 to 2016, the sponsor was Tides Foundation. Between the two, the fees charged amounted to
$625,000. From 2016, WHDC with the consent of Columbia University and the Office of the NY State
Attorney General (OAG) took over the disbursements of operational expenditures and personnel
management functions from Tides. In 2017, WHDC spun off the remaining payments of grants from
Tides Foundation. WHDC also took over responsibilities for the management of investable funds with
Boston Trust that had also been with Tides.
To keep the intent of the CBA, Columbia University continues to make the installment payments to the
account of WHDC at Boston Trust. From 2009 through 2018, Columbia has paid $33,250,000 of the $76
million to WHLDC/WHDC via the fiscal sponsors and Boston Trust.
Table 3 shows WHDC’s accounting for the $33,250,000 received through December 31, 2018 from
Columbia University for the Benefits Fund commitment.

Table 3 -WHDC's Accounting for $33.25 million Benefits Fund Proceeds from CU 2009 - 2018
1 WHDC Grants Awards to 173 nonprofit organizations
$ 10,802,578
32.49%
2 WHDC Direct Programs & Supports incl.youth devpt.
$ 4,843,234
14.57%
3 Administration, before allocations to programs
$ 3,922,486
11.80%
4 Payments to Fiscal Sponsors (2009-2016)
$
625,062
1.88%
5 Designated Payments- Grant/Manhattanville Houses
$
568,079
1.71%
6 Custodial Unspent Cash Balances for Grant/Manhattan Houses $
744,510
2.24%
7 Funds Invested - (Value $ 6.3 million @12/31/18)
$ 5,500,000
16.54%
8 Cash Balance 12/31/2018
$ 6,244,051
18.78%
----------------- ----------------9 Total Accounting of Benefits Fund Paid by CU - 2009-2018
$ 33,250,000
100%
============= =============

Table 3 shows that 47% of the Benefits Fund paid by Columbia through 2018 has gone to fund both
indirect programs managed by many community nonprofits to the tune of $10.8 million at the end of
2018, plus an additional $4.8 million that WHDC has managed directly to supplement services to the
community with the goal of achieving measurable impact. The CBA designates $3 million to be
dedicated for Grant and Manhattanville Public Houses. WHDC strategically invests some of the Benefits
Fund to provide a life beyond the expiration of the Columbia University installment payments that end
in 2024.
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Table 4 provides further breakdown of the programs that account for the $16.2 million in direct and
indirect activities funded by WHDC from 2011-2018.
Table 4 - WHDC's $16.2 million Disbursements for Programs, Direct and Indirect -2011- 2018
1 Education
$
4,962,058
30.60%
2 Summer Youth Employment (including Arise! SYEEP)
$
2,721,899
16.79%
3 Arts & Culture
$
2,387,492
14.72%
4 Workforce & Economic Devpt.
$
1,710,290
10.55%
5 Community Facilities
$
1,322,189
8.15%
6 Summer Seniors Employment
$
1,249,463
7.71%
7 Housing Support Services*
$
686,361
4.23%
8 Grant/Manhattanville-Designated
$
568,079
3.50%
9 Historical Preservation & Environment
$
400,007
2.47%
10 Programs Technical Assistance
$
206,053
1.27%
----------------- --------------------11 Total Expenditures on Indirect and Direct Programs
$ 16,213,891
100%
============= ===============
* Exclusive of the Low Income/Seniors Affordable Housing that
WHDC looks to develop with a total investment of $20 million.
WHDC has recieved $10 million of the Affordable housing Fund. It
also exclusive of other housing preservation programs such as the
WHDC Homeowners Loan Assistance Program that WHDC is
initiating.

Table 4 shows that WHDC has spent 47% or $7.7 million in Education and Youth Development. The latter
comprises expenditures for summer youth employment that alone has amounted to $2.7 million. In
2017, WHDC spun off funding the New York City Department of Youth and Community Development
and initiated its own direct youth program - Arise! Summer Youth and Employment Program (Arise!
SYEEP). WHDC added academic enrichment and community service elements for youth aged 14 years to
19 years (rising high school students and college freshmen). WHDC pays the participating youth the New
York State minimum hourly wages for 20 hours a week for six weeks. Arise! has been a success and
WHDC is looking to make it a year-round program with tutoring, internship and exposure to STEAM
subjects.
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Figure 2

Overall, WHDC estimates that its funded programs reach some 2,000 MCD9 residents directly (such as
youth and workforce activities with registrations) and another 5,000 indirectly (such as for concerts and
fairs) for 7,000 annually.

Affordable Housing
What does not show in the charts above is the separate and segregated $10 million that is pending
WHDC’s deployment towards low income/seniors affordable housing in MCD9. The lack of and unusually
high cost of vacant land or a building that can be refurbished has delayed WHDC. WHDC continues to be
committed to achieving the objective.
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4. The Difficult Decision - WHDC’s Grant-Making
From 2011 to 2016, WHDC granted funds to New York City Department of Youth and Community
Development (DYCD). The purpose was for DYCD to guarantee summer employment slots for youth
residing in MCD9 since the City was only funding DYCD for no more than 30% of the demand. WHDC was
concerned that the program Summer Youth Employment participants and their parents had no idea that
WHDC was funding their compensation. A second concern was that WHDC did not find the assignments
for the youth challenging. Above all, DYCD’s SYEP lacked any academic enrichment components to stem
the “summer loss” for a district that was severely challenged in student academic achievements.
In 2017, the WHDC board approved, and WHDC spun off DYCD to directly administer its own brand
called Arise! Summer Youth Employment and Education Program. Arise! as it has been popularly called,
had 85 participating youth in its first year, and 124 in its second. The youth were paid $11/hour (2017)
and $13/hour (2018) for 6 weeks, 20 hours a week. They work two days a week (14-15 year olds), or
three days a week (older youth). In the other days, they are involved in academic enrichment activities.
These include instructions in Mathematics and English Language Arts. They have electives in STEM, Art,
Music and Chess. On Fridays, they go on field trips to museums. Lunch and Learn gives them
opportunities to meet and hear accomplished people who look like the participants. WHDC’s vision is to
offer the academic enrichments year-round with the summer employment as a reward.
In 2013, WHDC started to make grant awards that were fashioned into two cycles- Small and Large
grants. WHDC responded to poor outcomes reported by grantees in workforce development. WHDC
initiated the West Harlem Skills Training Center (WHSTC) in 2016. In 2018, WHDC spun off Reserve
Elders with whom it had collaborated since 2013 to run the Summer Seniors Employment Program
(SSEP) on its own. Since 2013, WHDC has hosted the Annual Community Holiday Celebration and Toy
Giveaway. It draws 700 children and their families.
WHDC has been reacting to its disquiet over the measurable impact of the grant awards that have
totaled $10.8 million over six years. WHDC has been bold to initiate direct services that are not
burdened by administrative costs and appear to deliver the measurable impact that WHDC seeks for a
community transformation. The questions that have led WHDC to these decisions have been:
Has the outlay in grants made a significant and measurable impact in the life of MCD9? The jury would
likely answer NO. Rather the amounts have gone into the general support of the nonprofit organizations
for their own missions, though WHDC’s grant guidelines say that awards are made for projects and not
general support.
When WHDC exhausts its Benefits Fund in 2024 with the end of the installment payments by
Columbia University, what will be the legacy for the $76 million, if WHDC continues its path of making
grant awards? The jury would likely answer- LITTLE TO NONE
On the other hand, the SSEP, Arise! SYEEP, the WHSTC and the Community Celebration score high in the
community because they are visible benefits with measurable metrics, and have direct association with
WHDC.
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The figure above demonstrates an impact/viability matrix. It shows that programs that are high on
impact (measurable) but with low viability ought to be maintained, while watching cost. We put the
WHSTC in this category. The challenge to viability is that participants do not pay, it is hard to place them,
and third party funding to support the work is nearly impossible.
The programs that are low in viability (always needing funding) but low in impact should be closed or
moved on to other better-resourced entities. We place WHDC’s grant activities in this section. WHDC is
not Ford Foundation with an endowment that uses its income to make grants indefinitely. The CBA was
not structured with the $76 million paid in a lump sum. Grant payments are made of corpus. The sober
conclusion that the grants serve as general support for the nonprofits, though necessary, leads to a
foreboding reflection that when the last dollar is given out people will ask what did they do with all that
money? The low viability is a testimony that it is nearly impossible to find another entity to give money
to WHDC for redistribution.
Education and youth development programs such as Arise! SYEEP and the planned WHDC Arise!
Education and Employment Center are placed in the category that needs to be invested in and
husbanded to grow. They can be used to attract external funding to increase their viability. In order for
WHDC to attract, external funding WHDC has to (a) have portfolio of accomplishments and (b)
demonstrate a correlation between WHDC’s interventions and community improvements claimed.
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Over the last three years, WHDC has been able to find others to contribute in cash and in kind to
support l the cost of the annual community holiday event. Though low in impact, it is widely viable and
must be continued.
The WHDC’s management and board must be commended for evaluating this matrix and deciding to
scale back grant making.
Strategic Changes to Grant-Making
For the purposes of the CBA and expectations in the community, it would be difficult for WHDC to shut
off the spigot on grant making. WHDC can have one grant cycle a year with a maximum of $25,000 per
award, with the acceptance that they are for general support. Currently $1.6 million a year goes into
grants. An additional $400,000 supports the WHSTC and SSEP. The recommended transitioning is as
follows:
2018

2019- 2024

Small Grants- Total budget of - $425,000 – all committed with a maximum of $23,400Approved by board on June 13, 2018
Large Grants – Total budget of -$1,250,000 – not yet committed. Recommendation –
Reallocate $650,000 for a general support grant cycle with a maximum of $25,000 for
possible 25 awards. The remaining $600,000 should go towards the one time
refurbishing of the WHDC Arise! Education and Employment Center. WHDC should
revise its grant-making policies and educate grant seekers. – Put into action by board in
December 2018
Beginning in 2019 the recommendation is to have one grant cycle a year for $1 million
in total with a maximum of $25,000 for general support. Approved by board in
September 2018
From 2019, the installments due from Columbia and the planned contributions to the
Invested Assets that was adopted as part of the WHDC 2015-2017 Strategic Plan are:
Planned Contribution to Invested Assets
2019 $6,000,000
$1,500,000
2020 $6,000,000
$1,500,000
2021 $7,500,000
$2,000,000
2022 $8,000,000
$2,500,000
2023 $8,000,000
$2,500,000
2024 $7,250,000
$2,500,000
--------------------- -----------------$42,750,000 $12,500,000
-------------------- -----------------A point to make is that in WHDC’s December 2012 Assurance of Discontinuance (AOD)
with the Office of the Attorney General, it was stipulated that WHDC will make at least
six grant awards within six months of December 2012, and thereafter complete at least
two grant cycles a year. The AOD expired after three years in December 2015. WHDC’s
first grant awards were to 83 organizations in March 2013, and has successfully
completed two grant cycles each year from 2013 through 2018, far beyond the
requirements of the AOD.
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5. Changing Demographics in MCD9
Columbia University‘s 16-year installment payments of the Benefits Fund to WHDC will end in 2024. The
vision is that by then WHDC would see measurable socio-economic improvements consistent with its
mission to promote increased economic opportunities and improved quality of life to sustain a vibrant
West Harlem community. The community of MCD9 has and is changing. Gentrification and its attendant
increased housing costs cannot be underemphasized as explanatory variables in accounting for the
decreasing numbers of Black/African Americans and Hispanics in MCD9.
Table 5 - Changing Demographics of MCD9 – West Harlem
2016 Est.

Race

2008 Change

Hispanic/ Latino

49,237

53,208

White Non-Hispanic

37,094

28,512

8,582

Black/African American

27,924

30,319

(2,395)

8,322
120,361

7,304

Asian and Other

15,626

Total Population of MCD9

129,881

Data Source: NYC Dept of Planning - https://community profiles.planning.nyc.gov/manhattan/9

Figure 3 – Graphic Representation of Demographic Changes in MCD9
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(3,971)

9,520

2008

2016

44.21%
23.69%
25.19%
6.91%

37.91%
28.56%
21.50%
12.03%

WHDC does not engage in social engineering to define who resides in MCD9. WHDC’s mission is in two
parts:
(1) To promote increased economic opportunities.
This focuses on the traditionally underserved and disadvantaged segments of MCD9 population that
would traditionally be African-American and Hispanic. However, as these populations decrease, WHDC
must question its broad approaches and begin to engage in concentrated activities and investments.
The operational intent would be for WHDC to engage in such activities as to make it possible for the
currently disadvantaged populations to afford to continue to live in MCD9 on equal terms.
(2) and quality of life to sustain a vibrant West Harlem Community.
Eventually this is the desire of all residents, regardless of ethnicity. In program delivery, it implies that
WHDC’s programs are open to all, taking changes in demographics into account.
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6. Persisting Challenges in MCD9
The persisting challenges in MCD9 are quality of public education, affordable housing, and
unemployment. In the Statement of District Needs and Community Board Budget Requests- Fiscal year
2019, Community Board 9 identifies the three highest issues facing MCD9 to be affordable housing,
crime, and health care services.

a. Affordable Housing
The Community Board (CB9) states that affordable housing affects residents of “low, medium, and
middle-income families” (p.5). Defining rent burden to be the condition whereby a household spends
30% or more of its income on rent, CB9 found that 44% of MCD9 residents are rent burdened, compared
to 37% for residents of the whole of Manhattan. (p. 2), and 23% of the residents of MCD9 spend 50% or
more of their income on rent.
A population of nearly 130,000 struggling to fit within 1.5 square miles is constrained by a land use that
has hardly any vacant lot to construct new affordable housing, with the few that come up going for the
higher-end market rate. In Table 5 and Figure 4 note, the 4% of vacant land availability (colored black).
Most of these are one-parcel community gardens, with the larger ones on hold for development,
generally for market rate housing.
Table 6 – MCD9 Land Use – Source- Statement of Community District Needs, MCD9- 2019, p.3
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Figure 4 -Land Use map of MCD9
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b. Non-Charter Public Education
The non-charter public schools in MCD9 are categorized into two school districts 5 and 6. In Table 6, we
show the public schools and the scores of the students in Common Core tests in English Language Arts
(ELA) and Math.
Table 7
Performance of Non-Charter Public Schools in Comon Core Exams, 2013 and 2017 - Grades 3-8
Non-Specialized Non- Charter Public Schools:
Data Source: NYC Department of Education:
2013-2017 Data by Grade for Schools
http://schools.nyc.gov/Accountability/data/TestResults/ELAandMathTestResults
in percentages
2017- All 2013- All 2017- All
2013- All
grades 3-8 grades 3- grades 3grades 3-8 Failing
8 Failing 8 Failing
Grades
Street_address
Zip Failing ELA ELA
Math
Math
New Design Middle School (05M514) 6-8
625 West 133 Street 10027
95
88
95
95
Ralph Bunche PS 125 (05M125)
425 West 123 Street 10027
PK-5
75
44
64
44
John H. Finley PS 129 (05M129)
Pedro Albizu Campos PS 161
(05M161)

PK-8

425 West 130 Street

K-8

499 West 133 Street

Margaret Douglas PS 36 (05M036)
Teachers College Community School
(05M517)
Hamilton Heights School (06M368)

10027

84

78

89

86

10027
123 Morningside Drive 10027

88

78

85

78

PK-5

91

77

85

78

PK-6

168 Morningside Av

10027

69

71

73

71

K-5

1750 Amsterdam Av

10031

84

92

79

89

Hamilton Grange PS 209 (06M209)
Twenty first Century Academy for
Community Leadership PS/IS 210
(06M210)

6-8

500 West 138th Street 10031

97

73

81

79

PK-8

501-503 West 152 St

10031

83

65

86

65

Mott Hall School (06M223)
Adam Clayton Powell PS
153(06M153)

6-8

71-111 Convent A

10027

54

8

53

43

PK-5

1750 Amsterdam Av

10031

77

62

73

64

Jacob H. Schiff PS 192 (06M192)

PK-5

500 West 138th St

10031

85

68

70

64

PS325 (06M325)
Urban Assembly Academy or Future
Leaders (05M286)

K-5

500 West 138th St

10031

94

81

59

93

6-8

509 West 129th Street 10027

89

83

92

96

83

69

77

75

23

12

26

18

Average for MCD9 Non-Specialized &
Non-Charter Public Schools- 3rd to
8th Grades

Specialized Public School:
Columbia Secondary School for
Math, Science & Engineering
(05M362)

6-12

425 West 123rd
Street

22

10027

Figure 5- Graphic Presentation of Failure Rates of Non-Charter, Non-Specialized Public Schools in
MCD9

Average Failing Rates for CD9 Non Charter- Non
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c. Workforce Development
Figure 6 – Poverty and Unemployment Rates in MCD9
Data Source: NYC Department of Planning – Community Data- PUMA
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Based on available data as of date, MCD9 suffers from chronic poverty that exceed 25% of its population
and related high unemployment that tend to be two-to-three times the national average. A community
with poor educational achievement, high rentals that suggest several people compressed in rooms,
would tend to exhibit low skills, high poverty, and high unemployment. One might add, high crime rates
to the list, as has CB9. Concentrated and directed investments are needed to stem the “failing schoolsto-prison pipeline of which MCD9 is known as a major contributor.
On June 4, 2014, the New York City Police and the District Attorney’s office organized a pre-dawn raid—
reportedly the largest in New York City’s history—and arrested 103 youth and young adults for gangrelated activities, robberies, murder, and other felonies (DNA Info, June 5, 2015). Nearly all of the young
people were taken from two neighboring, large, public housing complexes—General Grant and
Manhattanville Houses in West Harlem, which house nearly 9,000 residents of the total estimated
population of 130,000 for West Harlem (US Census Bureau 2015 Estimate). One zip code in West Harlem
(10027) has been reported to be in the top five zip codes that send youth to New York City’s prisons. In
2012, 1,028 youth from that area were sentenced to jail, up 3% from the 995 in 2007.
(http://gothamist.com/2013/05/01these_interactive_charts_show_you_w.php).
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7. WHDC’s Strategic Responses to Affordable Housing Challenges
WHDC is responding to the low-income affordable housing challenge in several ways:
1. Since 2013, WHDC has made grants totaling $661,000 to nonprofit organizations that address lowincome tenant rights and ensure that they are not wrongfully displaced to make way for market rate
conversion.
2. At its retreat in 2015, WHDC’s board decided to invest the $20 million Affordable Housing Fund to
develop low-income affordable units to add permanently to the stock. The realization of the vision will
entail the acquisition of vacant land or a building(s) that can be rehabilitated. WHDC is more than aware
that $20 million will not build substantial multi-dwelling units. WHDC plans to leverage its investment
through obtaining subsidies, loans, Low Income Housing Tax credits, and New York City council supports.
WHDC plans to work with New York City Department of Housing Preservation and Development,
Housing development Corporation, Federal Housing and urban Development and other government
agencies in charge of housing. WHDC has attempted the following housing development initiatives.
WHDC will consider availing itself of the new (December 2017) Qualified Opportunity Zones initiatives as
feasible to its mission and responsive to market competition.
a. In 2017, WHDC seriously considered collaborating with BRP Companies to develop 39 lowincome affordable units at 841 St Nicholas Avenue (152nd St). The partnership fell through but
the units are being built in MCD9. BRP estimated a total project cost of $23 million. WHDC takes
consolation in catalyzing the City of New York to increase its investment in the construction.
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b. In 2017 and then also in 2018 WHDC began discussions with New Covenant Temple for the
development of 83 units of seniors housing or 100 units of mixed use housing at 1801-1807
Amsterdam Avenue (149th St) that would involve a demolition of the edifice. We have not come
to a meeting of the minds for several reasons, chief among them being unresolved questions for
the potential seller. The initial budget for the 100 units was $53 million, depending on the land
acquisition cost.
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c. WHDC has started discussions with the principals of 527 West 125th St. Several options are on
the table including a joint venture development of an 85-unit seniors housing. We are at very
preliminary stage.
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3. WHDC has launched a pilot program to assist people who live in New York City-owned properties that
have qualified to be converted into affordable home ownership under the Housing Development
Finance Corporation (HDFC) program. The conversions need 80% participation to qualify. A number of
long-term tenants cannot afford the $2,700 purchase price. The WHDC Homeownership Assistance
Program (WHDC HAP) loans the purchase price at zero percent interest repayable in three years. The
first beneficiaries of the WHDC HAP will be 33 residents of 644 Riverside Avenue who will be loaned a
total of $88,000.
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Anatomy of a Typical HPD-Sponsored Housing Development
The New York City Department of Housing Preservation and Development has several housing
development programs that aim to reward developers who address homelessness and low-income
housing stock provision. The programs are:
(1) ELLA: Extremely Low and Low-Income Affordability: HPD provides funding for new construction of
low income multi-family rental projects where a minimum of 70% of the units are made available to
households earning up to 60% of Area Median Income (AMI). The AMI for New York City for a family of
four was $104,300 in 2018. HPD subsidy per unit can be $140,000 where 100% of the units go to
families earning up to 60% of AMI.
(2) Mixed income Program: Mix & Match. HPD funds new construction in which 40%-60% of the units
are set aside for families earning up to 60% of AMI. The range of subsidies per unit under Mix & Match
can be from $10,000 to $225,000, depending on the income mix.
(3) Neighborhood Construction Program (NCP): Under NCP, HPD will fund up to 45 units for low,
moderate and middle income up to 165% of AMI. The maximum subsidy, depending on mix is $100,000
per unit.
(4) Senior Affordable Rental Apartments (SARA): Under SARA, HPD provides low interest (1%) gap
financing for construction and renovation of affordable housing for seniors, 62+ years in age with low
incomes, typically up to 60% of AMI. A 50-unit minimum is preferred. Loans are up to $75,000 a unit.
Repayable over 30 years. Tenants pay up to 30% of income in rent. Project applies for rent subsidies
such as section 8 (HUD’s Housing Choice Vouchers).
Sample budget for a typical HPD subsidized transaction is presented in Table 8.
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Table 8. Typical Financing Budget for a
100 Unit HPD Mix & Match New
Development

A

B

SOURCES AND USES
SOURCES:
Construction Sources
1 HDC First Mortgage
2 HDC Volume Cap
3 HDC Recycled Bonds
4 HDC Second Mortgage
5 HPD Third Mortgage
6 HPD Fourth Mortgage
7 HPD Reso A Mortgage
8 Church Equity
9 HCR HWF
10 SLIHC Equity
11 LIHTC Equity
12 Deferred Developer's Fee
13 Developer Equity
14 Accrued Interest
15 GAP(SURPLUS)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

26,000,000
7,500,000
3,682,058
1,325,000
5,000,000
9,200,000
0

16

$

52,707,058

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

9,225,000
7,500,000
10,005,000
1,325,000
8,262,689
2,858,483
9,200,000
4,330,887
52,707,058

Sub-Total Construction Sources

Permanent Sources
17 HDC First Mortgage
18 HDC Second Mortgage
19 HPD Third Mortgage
20 HPD Fourth Mortgage
21 HPD Reso A Mortgage
22 Church Equity
23 HCR HWF
24 SLIHC Equity
25 LIHTC Equity
26 Deferred Developer's Fee
27 Developer Equity
28 Accrued Interest
29 GAP(SURPLUS)
30
Sub-Total Permanent Sources

C
31
32
33
34

USES:
Acquisition Cost
Construction Cost
Soft Cost
Developer's Fee

$
$
$
$

9,146,440
29,750,438
8,810,181
5,000,000
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TOTAL USES

$

52,707,058
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Going forward, WHDC will consider any of these options, alone or in combinations.
Fee Simple – WHDC will buy vacant land outright for further development.
Ground Lease – WHDC will enter into an agreement to lease the land for development. The owner will
continue to own the land while WHDC pays monthly or annual rentals. The developed building will
revert to the owner of the land after the end of the agreed number of years of the ground leasetypically the term is 99 years.
Joint Venture – WHDC will enter into an agreement to jointly own the developed building in agreed
percentages of interest.
Qualified Opportunity Zone – Where the site qualifies as a qualified opportunity zone, WHDC will
spearhead the involvement of other investors for the development.
WHDC will work with government agencies and commercial entities to structure the construction and
acquisition financing. WHDC will leverage its assets. A principal government agency who will supply low
interest and subsidies will be New York City Department of Housing Preservation and Development.
Local Initiative Services Corporation (LISC) is an advisor to WHDC. WHDC is a member of the Lawyers
Alliance of New York. Both entities have significant and proven experience in affordable housing
structuring.
.
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8. WHDC’s Strategic Responses to Public School Education Challenges
1. From 2013 to 2018, WHDC has awarded $4.7 million in grants to 59 nonprofit organizations in
education to affect the 12,000 public school students in MCD9 for in school and after school programs.
The two schools that have taken the most advantage of WHDC’s programs are Ralph Bunche PS 125 and
Mott Hall. Not coincidentally, those two schools record the most improvement in the failure rates in
both ELA and Math. In addition, WHDC has invested an additional $2.7 million in Summer Youth
Employment to put more than 2,000 MCD9 youth to paid work in the summers since 2011. In 2017,
WHDC started to implement two paid components – employment and educational enrichment as a
direct service. WHDC’s Arise! Summer Youth Employment and Education Program (Arise! SYEEP) broke
with a six-year funding through New York City’s Department of Youth and Community Development.
2. Overall, there are statistically significant decreases in the failure rates between 2013 and 2017 in ELA
and Math reflecting some positive correlation with WHDC’s investment.
3. The specialized public schools – Columbia Secondary and the High School for Math, Science, and
Engineering, consistently record the lowest failure rates. WHDC has started to reach out to the schools
to encourage them to pass on their successful models to the non-specialized schools.
4. Since 2014, WHDC has invested in a school-attendance program named Kinvolved (Kinvo). The
software allows teachers to communicate attendance, absence, and performances directly to parents on
mobile devices. The former superintendent of District 5 Schools, Ms. Gayle Reeve stated in 2016 that the
program contributed in the district-wide attendance increasing from 84% to 91%. Certainly increased
attendance correlates positively to improved student outcomes.
5. WHDC looks to respond to the persisting problem of unacceptable failure rates of the students in
MCD9’s non-specialized non-charter schools. With the success of its Arise! SYEEP, WHDC’s vision is to
run a year round youth development program where the emphasis during the school year will be on
tutoring and academic exposure to new areas such as Science, Arts, and Technology. WHDC looks to
collaborate with successful organization in program design and implementation. WHDC’s vision is to
locate the year-round Arise! program in the Community Facility that will be part of its affordable housing
development.
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9. WHDC’s Strategic Responses to Workforce Development Challenges
1. In the Workforce and Economic Development areas, from 2013-2018 WHDC has made grant awards
totaling $1.3 million to 26 nonprofit organizations. Not satisfied with the placement levels of less than
15% by the grantees, WHDC in 2017 started a direct service program by opening the West Harlem Skills
Training Center. The Center has experienced a placement rate higher than those of reputed workforce
development organizations have done have
2. Beginning in 2014, WHDC started a program whereby WHDC collaborated with Reserve Elders, Inc. to
place seniors aged 55+ years and residing in MCD9 in employment sites in the community. WHDC
provided the living wage salaries plus administrative charge to Reserve. In 2018, WHDC spun off Reserve
and administered the Summer Seniors Employment Program (SSEP) by itself. The 121 participants were
the highest number ever placed, compared to Reserve’s high of 110. WJDC’s West Harlem Skills Training
Center successfully administered SSEP at a lower cost that what it would have cost to continue with
Reserve. The seniors in the community eagerly look forward to WHDC’s SSEP each summer, and many
asking for a year-round program. Since 2014, WHDC has funded the SSEP program for an additional $1.3
million.
3. In 2018, the Skills Training Center collaborated with Pathways to Apprenticeship, a Union related
organization, to run a pre-apprenticeship readiness program that saw 20 local participants, some
formerly incarcerated, graduate and sign up for union programs.
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10. Additional Initiatives for Legacy
WHDC is always open to explore ideas of its own and from others that enhance its commitment to build
legacies during the period of receipt of installment payments from Columbia University. The criteria for
adoption will be:
(a) Financial Viability: Over the longer term, the project must be financially self-sustaining.
(b) Branding for WHDC: WHDC will certainly collaborate with other organization. The branding of the
project must include WHDC’s name.
(c) Vetting by WHDC’s management and board: Management will initially evaluate the project and then
present it to the WHDC board for approval.
(d) WHDC’s mission: The project must meet WHDC’s mission.
One idea at the exploration stage is a Harlem Jazz Festival. Other noted organizations and institutions
will join in collaboration.
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Mission Statement
To promote increased economic opportunities and quality of life to sustain a vibrant West
Harlem community.

Vision Statement
WHDC is a model organization that effectively manages the Community Benefits Agreement
with Columbia University through organizational collaborations and leveraging of resources to
make significant contributions to the lives of the people of West Harlem.
Value Statement
In conducting its work, WHDC subscribes to the values of probity, transparency, accountability,
equity, results-mindedness, and a commitment to mission.
Slogan
Solutions through collaborationsTM
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West Harlem Development Corporation
423 West 127th St. Ground Floor, Suite A
New York, NY 10027-2561
T: (646) 473-3394
F: (646) 476-5588
www.westharlemdc.org
Comments to Info@westharlemdc.org
Members of WHDC’s Board on January 19, 2019 in alphabetical order:
Hon. Judge Milton A. Tingling (Chair
Maritere Arce, Esq.
Erik Cuello (representing NYC Council Member, M. Levine)
Geoffrey Eric Eaton (Representing NY State Assembly Member. I. Dickens)
Anthony Q. Fletcher, Esq. (Representing Manhattan Community Board 9)
Theodore Kovaleff, PhD
Jason A. Markham, Esq.
Vincent Morgan (Representing US Congressman A. Espaillat)
Patricia Watler Johnson (Representing Manhattan Community Board 9
Zead Ramadan
Gregory Watson

Members of WHDC’s Staff
Kofi A. Boateng, CPA, PhD - Executive Director
Dean Morris – Director, Programs
Yolene Legrand -Manager – Accounting & HR
Migdalia Rodriguez -Manager, West Harlem Skills Training Center
Mickey N. Wade – Manager, Communication & Development
Ariel Quinones – Manager – Programs
Alicia Barksdale –Project Manager- Youth Programs
Cynthia Marty – Administrative Assistant
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